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Dear colleagues, ladies and gentlemen, friends! 

Thank you for the opportunity to say a few words at this – virtual – forum. 

COVID-19 may keep us at home for quite a while now, it doesn’t keep us from 

catching up and discussing urgent matters. So, I’m glad to see you all today and 

share our thoughts on how to ‘build back better.’ 

COVID-19 presents us with a number of serious challenges. But the big dark 

cloud is not COVID-19 itself: it’s the shadow of an even bigger crisis.  

Climate change affects our daily lives: heat, drought, storms, flooding and rising 

sea levels are putting our options for a safe existence under pressure.  

It’s obvious that we have to act now. And it’s encouraging that we globally share 

a sense of urgency also in our UNECE region.  

And worldwide the package of necessary measures is growing every day. It is 

about renewable energy, energy savings and reducing greenhouse gasses.  

That makes sense – sustainable energy is a very direct way of reducing 

greenhouse gas emissions. 

But there is one aspect that we tend to overlook. That is smarter and more 

efficient use of raw materials. A growing body of research confirms that 

enhanced resource efficiency could reduce the global greenhouse gas emissions 

by about 20%. In some regions and sectors this could be even higher. 

It the ‘spectrum’ of measures I consider circular economy still as our ‘secret 

weapon’ to counter climate change. The attention is growing, nationally and 

internationally. 

If we’re overlooking that, we’re not only missing a big part of the problem, but 

also an essential part of the solutions in fighting climate change.  



To put it in a hopeful frame: it’s our chance to deal with some other big issues 

too. How about the resources we’re running out of?  

How about the ever-growing mountain of waste? 

How about the plastic pollution?  

And the biodiversity loss?  

Our planet is sending us a crystal clear message: the current human treatment 

doesn’t leave any time to regenerate. It is a single line, and this line will end 

soon. 

So, “if we want things to stay as they are, things will have to change!” It’s time 

to bend our linear economy to a circular economy.  

Last week The Netherlands and Sitra, the Finnish Innovation Fund, co-hosted the 

the World Circular Economy Forum+Climate meeting.   

‘Circular economy initiatives around the world bring us closer to reaching Paris 

goals, ‘ we said. A wide range of subjects were discussed at this WCEF+Climate 

such as:  

- the importance of raw materials in climate action and in achieving the 

Sustainable Development Goals;  

- opportunities for better jobs in recycling electronics and plastics in developing 

countries;  

- the importance of continually evaluating progress in the transition to a circular 

economy, to better target our policies and actions. 

Circular urban development is a key element. Since so much emissions are 

embedded in the materials our houses are made of, the vehicles we drive in, and 

the roads we walk on. Through smart and circular design, we can prevent so 

many emissions, while also contributing to urban health and well-being in our 

UNECE region.  

Today only 8.6% of the global economy is circular. This leaves plenty of 

opportunities to increase our climate ambitions in order to become climate 

neutral by 2050, thereby limiting global warming to well below 2 degrees, and 

preferably to 1.5 degrees. 

We need to rethink the way we use resources and design products. That’s why 

the Netherlands has committed itself to become fully circular by 2050.  



A policy goal anchored in a government-wide policy program, in particular 

focusing on five sectors:  

- biomass & food,  

- building & construction,  

- plastics (packaging),  

- consumer goods (like textiles) and  

- the manufacturing industries (e.g. metals and electronics). 

Dear friends and colleagues, 

We’re all facing the same challenges today! We’re all longing for real encounters, 

to leave the hard part of COVID behind. 

And we’re all seeking for the opportunity to get out of this crisis stronger, to 

build back better. 

A green recovery is the answer: putting sustainability in the heart of our 

economies. 

It’s a win-win situation, benefiting both people and the environment. It is 

becoming less and less a secret weapon, also with your help.  

Thank you! 

 

 


